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On Creating Reference Templates for Speaker
Independent Recognition of Isolated Words

LAWRENCE R. RABINER, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract—The three aspects of a statistical approach to a pattern
recognition problem are the selection of features, choice of a measure
of similarity, and a method for creating the reference templates (pat-
terns) used in the statistical tests. This paper discusses a philosophy for
creating reference templates for a speaker independent, isolated word
recognition system. Although there remain many unanswered ques-
tions both about how to select appropriate features for recognition,
and how to measure similarity between sets of features, such issues are
not discussed here. Instead we concentrate on methods for creating
the reference templates. In particular, a method of combining word
patterns from a number of speakers is proposed in which a clustering
type of analysis is used to determine which patterns are merged to
create a word template. The creation of multiple templates, based on
this method, is discussed and is shown to be of substantial value for as
few as eight speakers in the training set. To test the ideas proposed
here, a 54 word vocabulary word recognition system was implemented.
All input words were recorded off a standard telephone line. The
features used were the LPC coefficients of an 8-pole analysis, and the
simple Itakura distance measure was used to measure similarity between
patterns. With word templates obtained as described above, recognition
accuracies of 85 percent were obtained in a forced choice recognition
test on the 54 word vocabulary using eight new speakers. The correct
word was within the top five choices 98 percent of the time. Using a
strategy in which all the training words were used to create the tem-
plates, the recognition accuracy fell to 77 percent, and the correct
word was within the top five choices only 89 percent of the time.

INTRODUCTION

LTHOUGH a fairly large number of systems have been
proposed for recognizing isolated words, [1] —[11]

there remains a substantial number of unanswered questions
about many aspects of such systems. This paper deals with
one of these questions—namely the problem of how to create
reference templates (patterns) from a large number of feature
sets, for a speaker independent word recognition system.

To put this problem in its proper perspective requires some
discussion of the framework of a general pattern recognition
system. As shown in Fig. 1, there are three considerations in
implementing a pattern recognition system—namely feature
selection and measurement, selection of a pattern similarity
measure, and creation of reference templates for recognition.
The problem of feature selection has been investigated in a
number of studies [1]— [111 . A wide variety of features have
been used including time domain measurements such as
energy, zero crossings, bandpass filter outputs; frequency
domain measurements such as spectral coefficients, cepstral
coefficients, spectral derivative; and most recently, LPC pa-
rameters (or suitable transformations of them). The rationale
for choosing a feature set is related both to the information
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of overall word recognition scheme.

(about the patterns to be recognized) contained in the fea-
tures, and the efficiency with which the features can represent
this information. For the work to be discussed in this paper,
the features selected were the LPC parameters for each frame
of the input speech. This set of features (representation of
speech) was chosen because of the fidelity with which the LPC
parameters are capable of representing the speech waveform
(as demonstrated in a number of LPC vocoders [12]—[151),
and because of the numerous theoretical interpretations of the
LPC parameters in terms of spectral matching [161,vocal tract
area functions [17] , etc. The "ideal" set of features for
speech recognition would, of course, be articulatory features
describing the positions of the tongue, lips, velum, jaw, etc.,
as a function of time. From such "ideal" features the prob-
lems of recognizing words are substantially reduced due to the
high degree of physical interpretation that can be applied to
the feature measurements. Some preliminary attempts at the
measurement of articulary features for recognition were made
by Hafer and Coker [18]; however, much basic research re-
mains to be done before any practical consideration is given to
the use of articulatory features for recognition.

Once the set of features is chosen, the next important step
is the choice of a pattern similarity measure which quanti-
tatively tells how close a reference template is to the unknown
spoken word. The choice of a similarity measure is intimately
related to the chosen set of features. For the LPC coefficients,
Itakura [6] has proposed a very powerful measure of similarity
based on assumed statistics for the LPC parameter sets. For
LPC sets a, and ê, the similarity measure proposed by Itakura
is of the form

IaRatl
(1)

where R is the matrix of autocorrelations of the speech frame
with LPC set ê. A computationally efficient form of (1) was
also proposed by Itakura of the form

D(a, ê) = log (a . a) + log [(br)/(&)] (2)
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where (x y) is the inner product of the vectors x and y, r is
the normalized correlation, and b is related to the autocorrela-
tion coefficients associated with the inverse filter of the all-
pole model, i.e.,

p-i
b(i) 2 a(j)a(j + i)/(a . a).

j=0

A closely related distance measure to that of(l) is

D(a,ê)(a- )[] (a- )t
where N is the effective frame size used for obtaining the LPC
set of . As shown by Sambur and Rabiner [19], a somewhat
more powerful distance measure can be obtained by postulat-
ing a statistical characterization of the reference vector a,
leading to the distance

D(a'I, a) (ê - ma) A' (a'- ma)t

where ma is the mean value of vector a, and

(eRa't)ASa +R1 N

where 5a is the covariance matrix of the a's. Computationally,
(5) is two orders of magnitude more complicated than (2)
for measuring pattern similarity. However, it has been shown
to be a more powerful measure of similarity in cases where
Sa, the covariance matrix of the a's is not negligible [19] , e.g.,
connected digit recognition with large amounts of coarticula-
tion between adjacent digits.

There have been leveled many criticisms of the distance mea-
sures of(2) and (5), notably that they do not satisfy the neces-
sary properties of a true metric. That is,

D(a, a') D(â', a).

Furthermore, the derivation of the distance measure is based
on a log likeithood measure assuming that the residual êRa is
the true minimum residual for the test frame. However, de
Souza [20] has shown that if the residual IIRa't is an estimate
of the true residual (as it must be), then the distance D is not
chi-square distributed with p degrees of freedom (p is the
order of the LPC system), and thus, D is unsound as a test
statistic.

In spite of these objections, the distance measures of (2) and
(5) have been used in a wide variety of applications involving
LPC parameters [21] —[25] with fairly good success. Alterna-
tive distance measures based on using LPC parameters are the
cosh and cepstral distance metrics proposed by Gray and
Markel [26]. All these LPC distance measures have been
shown to correlate well with log spectral differences between
the frames, and as such are good measures of spectral similarity
between speech frames.

The third and final aspect of a pattern recognition system
for isolated words is the creation of the reference templates
for use in the recognition phase [27]. For systems which are
trained to an individual speaker, this aspect of the system is
fairly trivial in that repetitions of the vocabulary words can
be combined in any number of simple ways and the resulting
reference template will generally be quite satisfactory for most

cases. This is because the variance between repetitions of the
same word by the same speaker is relatively small, and thus
simple averaging of the time normalized patterns of each
word is a reasonable way of obtaining reference templates.

For systems which are intended to be speaker independent,

(3)
the creation of reference templates is a far more critical prob-
lem. The issue here is how to intelligently combine reference
tokens by different speakers to form template(s) for recogni-
tion when the variance between different speakers is often
quite large. Fig. 2 illustrates the inherent problems in a fairly

(4) simple way. Each data point (denoted by an x) represents a
reference token in a multidimensional feature space.1 Due to
the variability between speakers, the reference tokens span a
large area in the space. Clearly, simple averaging of "time-
warped" reference tokens, at least in this simple case, will
lead to a meaningless average reference template which will be
a poor representation of the word from which it came. In-
stead the data of Fig. 2 suggest that a clustering analysis be
used in which only those reference tokens which form a clus-
ter be averaged to form a reference template. For this simple
example three clusters are obtained, denoted by Cl, C2, and
C3. This implies that at least three reference templates are
required to adequately represent the data of Fig. 2. In addi-
tion, there are two "outliers" tokens (denoted by A and B)
which do not cluster with any of the three clusters. In theory,
two additional reference templates are required to represent
these tokens properly in the final reference set.

Based on the above discussion, it is seen that there are several
key issues in the creation of an adequate set of reference
templates for speaker independent recognition of words.
These are:

1) how to recognize clusters,
2) how to average tokens within a cluster to create a refer-

(7) ence template,
3) what parameter set should be averaged in creating the

reference template,
4) how many templates should be created for each word in

the input set, and
5) how to handle outliers.

In this paper, we present some results on possible ways of
handling the problems discussed above, and give numerical
results on word recognition accuracy which illustrates typical
performance achieved with one representative system.

II. CREATION OF REFERENCE TEMPLATES

Assume we are given a training set of words. For each of the
L words in the vocabulary, there is 1 replication of the word
by J different speakers. For each word we are given the LPC
parameter seta(i, 1,1) where

i=1,2, . .

1=1,2," L
j=1,2," ,J

with 1(1, /) the number of frames of the /th speaker (replica-

1 Time has been eliminated in this figure by using dynamic time-
warping procedures and assigning a set of dimensions to each time
aligned frame. Later we will discuss a practical procedure for time
aligning the references.

(5)

(6)

i = frame number,
1= word number,
/ = replication number,
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DIMENSION I

Fig. 2. Example showing clustering of refesence tokens into three
clusters (Cl, C2, C3) with outliersA and B.

tion) of the lth word. In order to combine the jversions of
the lth word, each word must be time-warped2 to a standard
duration which we denote as I'(l). Thus, we denote the
warped LPC parameter sets as a'(i', 1, 1) where i' goes from 1
to I'(l).

The problem in creating reference templates is to find a
suitable way of combining the J versions of each word to give
one or more templates whose properties reflect those of the
distribution of LPC parameters for that word. If we denote
the reference template for the lth word as (i', 1), then the
problem becomes one of choosing '(i', 1) to satisfy some
optimality criterion based on the given training set of data.

Using the similarity measure of (2) to define distance be-
tween two frames of speech with LPC coefficients a and â, an
overall distance between the jth version and the reference for
the lth word is given as

1(l)
Dr(a',', 1,1) = D(a'(i', l,f),(i', 1)).

i'= 1

Different criteria can now be used to determine '. For
example, by using all the available versions of the lth word,
one might set up an optimization problem of the form

choose '(i', 1) such that max [DT(a', ', l,j)} is minimized

i.e., the reference template is chosen so that the maximum
distance to any of the J reference tokens is minimized.
(Clearly the same criterion can be used on a subset of the J
reference tokens for the lth word.) This problem then be-
comes a minimax type of optimization.

A second possibility is to use an optimization criterion
based on minimizing the probability of error using all the
reference tokens in the training set. The ideas here are illus-
trated in Fig. 3. We assume that all reference tokens which

paper.

represent the lth word are called set A, and all reference
tokens which do not represent the lth word are called set B.
For each token in each set we measure the quantity DT of
(8) to detennine a probability density function for both sets
of data. Typical examples of such probability density func-
tions are shown in Fig. 3. Each of the density functions is a
function of the reference template , and the criterion for
choosing would be to minimize the probability of error,
which is computed simply as

P(E) = j [f P(x) dx] [1T PDS(B)(x) dx] dT

(9)

where it is assumed that DS(A) and PDS(B) are independent.
In (9), T represents a tradeoff threshold between the two
types of errors, namely, not recognizing the correct word,
and incorrectly recognizing the wrong word.

Fig. 3 also suggests a simple way of reducing the probability
of error even further from the value of (7) by including the
possibility of not making a decision on a test word if the mea-
sured distance to the reference template is greater than some
value T(l) which depends on the statistics of the individual
reference templates. Thus, by setting a value of T(l) suf-
ficiently low, the probability of a false alarm (i.e., not recog-
nizing the correct word) can be made arbitrarily small;
however, at the same time the probability of a miss (i.e., an

(8) incorrect word having a distance below the threshold)
increases.

Based on the above discussion it would seem that fairly
straightforward techniques can be used to solve the reference
template problem. However, this is generally not the case in
practice for several reasons. The major one is that the J
versions of each word do not generally form a single stable
cluster whose statistics are well behaved. Instead, their be-
havior is as described in Fig. 2, i.e., multiple clusters are formed
with the possibility of one or more outliers which do not fit
well into any cluster. As such, the major problem in creating
reference templates is not the criterion for choosing the LPC
reference from the reference tokens, but instead deciding on
the appropriate subset of the J versions to be used in creating
a template. The next problem is deciding on the number of
templates to be used for each word in the vocabulary. Finally
comes the problem of choosing an appropriate criterion for
merging the individual tokens to form the reference template.

Rather than continuing on the theoretical discussion of how

c'J

z0
(d)z
Li

xxx
Cl

C2
Xx

xx x

PDS(B)(X)

C3

Ml T M2

B

Xxxx
X

Fig. 3. Hypothetical probability density functions for the overall dis-
tance function for both the correct references and for all other words.

2 programming is used for time warping throughout this
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to create reference templates, we now present the specific
algorithm used in this paper. A flowchart of the algorithm is
given in Fig. 43 The procedure is an iterative one in which
initially all replications of the lth word are used, and then
those which fall outside the cluster [as determined by a
distance measurement similar to (8)1 are eliminated from the
current cluster. An initial estimate of the template O) is

made by choosing the replication which is closest to the aver-
age length of the J versions. An updated estimate (n) is

obtained by averaging the LPC sets (or suitable transforma-
tions of them such as the PARCOR coefficients) of the warped
replications, i.e.,

.c—' ,.,a(i , l,j)

and the convergence criterion is when

D(fI(fl),ti'(fl_l)) <5

where is some small positive quantity. (To avoid cases in
which no convergence was obtained, a maximum iteration
count of 10 was used.) Following convergence, the distance
between the final reference and each of the replications used
to create the reference is computed. If the distance to any
replication falls outside the cluster threshold,4 this replication
is removed from the cluster and the entire procedure is re-
peated to obtain a new reference template.

Once a stable reference template is obtained, all replications
not used to create the template are used as the replication
pool for determining another cluster from which another
reference template is created. This procedure could be ex-
tended until all J versions are included in some cluster. (In
the work described here, a maximum of two reference
templates, per word, was allowed. All replications not falling
within the two main clusters were effectively discarded.)

As just described, the technique for determining the refer-
ence template a' from the tokens in a cluster is a fairly un-
sophisticated one—namely simple averaging of the time-warped
LPC sets (or an appropriate transformation) from all the
tokens in the cluster. This procedure was used, rather than
one of the more sophisticated ones mentioned above, for
several reasons. The first is that since we do not know which
tokens will eventually cluster, use of a minimax or minimum
error probability criterion can, and often will, lead to ex-
tremely poor reference templates due to multiple clusters and
outliers which dominate the computation. One possible solu-
tion to this problem would be to segment the J versions of
each word into clusters (some possibly with a single token)
before attempting to create reference templates. Although
several possibilities exist for determining these clusters, a fairly
simple and intuitive one would be to let each of the J versions
be the assumed reference and compute the total distance from
it to each of the remaining J - 1 replications. Based on a pre.

3This algorithm is similar in several respects to ones used by Lummis
[28], Rosenberg and Sambur [29], and Rosenberg [30].

4The cluster threshold was determined empirically from the refer-
ence data. Its value was not critical in that tokens outside most clusters
had distances significantly greater than this threshold.

determined cluster distance, the first cluster would be the set
for which the maximum number of tokens fell within the pre-
determined cluster distance. After eliminating these tokens
from the training set, additional clusters could be obtained in
a similar manner.

Another reason that the sophisticated objective criteria
for determining the reference templates were not used is that
although they are both physically and mathematically appeal-
ing, there is no simple way of implementing the computation
so as to guarantee obtaining the optimum solution. Pre-
liminary attempts at implementing the minimax solution led
to limit cycle behavior in which the reference template cycled
between two states corresponding to the extreme distances

(10) in the cluster set.
In summary, we have implemented a procedure for creating

multiple reference templates for speaker independent recogni-
tion of isolated words in which clusters of reference tokens

(11) are obtained as a byproduct of the procedure, and for which
a new template is obtained for each cluster. In the next sec-
tion, we present experimental results which show both the
statistics of the referencing algorithm and the resulting per-
formance of the overall recognition system for both single
and double templates for each word in the recognition set.

III. ISOLATED WORD RECOGNITION RESULTS

Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the overall word recogni-
tion system. The input words were recorded off a standard
telephone line, filtered between 200 and 3000 Hz, and sam-
pled at a 6.67 kHz rate. The recording interval for each word
was 2 s and the endpoint analysis made preliminary estimates
of the beginning and end of the words [311. A voiced-
unvoiced-silence (VUS) analysis was then performed to obtain
refined estimates of the endpoints of the utterance [321. The
purpose of the analysis was to extend the initial boundary to
include weak fricatives (such as f, th) at the beginning of the
utterance, and to identify stop bursts at the end of the utter-
ance, so as to eliminate them from consideration. Stop bursts
were eliminated both because of their high variability, and
because they were not always present. Thus, whenever a
speaker released a final plosive, the most expedient thing to
do was to adjust the endpoint not to include such bursts. (In
the training set used to create the reference templates, the
bursts were eliminated manually.)

Following VUS analysis, an LPC analysis was performed on
the word. The speech was first preemphasized using a simple
first order network of the form

H(z) 1- 0.95z1

and then an 8-pole LPC analysis was performed using the auto-
correlation method with a Hamming window. A 30 ms
frame size was used and the analysis was performed 67 times
per second, i.e., 15 ms overlap between adjacent LPC frames.

The next block in Fig. 5 is the recognition computation in
which the test word was dynamically time warped to the
duration of each of the reference templates, and a distance of
the form of (8) was computed between each reference and the
test word. The recognized word was then selected as the
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Fig. 4. Flow diagram of algorithm used to combine K replications of a reference word into clusters and to form one
reference template per cluster.

reference which was closest (minimum distance) to the test
word.

Before describing the experimental results obtained with
this system, two comments should be made. Although the
recognition computation is made solely on the basis of the
computed LPC distances, some additional information about
the correct word is available from the VUS analysis. Thus,
if the distance computation gives a result which is inconsistent
with the VUS analysis, there is feedback that either (or both)
the results are in error. In any case, one can and should use
such information in an ultimate word recognition system.
Such information was not used here for a variety of reasons
related to the purpose of the current work (i.e., to test tem-
plate creation methods).

The second comment concerns the LPC distance. Sambur
and Rabiner {7] have shown that a more powerful LPC

distance measure that exploits the statistics of the LPC param-
eters themselves (i.e., covariances and means) can yield better
scores then the simple LPC distance of (1) and (2). However,
these more powerful distances are computationally inefficient
and require considerably more training data than what was
available here. As such, they were not used in these
experiments.

To evaluate the various methods of creating speaker indepen-
dent word templates, a series of experiments was carried out
using the system of Fig. 5. The vocabulary, shown in Table
I, was the 54 word computer vocabulary proposed originally
by Gold [11]. For training the system, both a four speaker
and an eight speaker training set were used. For testing the
system, a new set of eight speakers was used. (For both the
training and testing sets, an equal number of male and female
speakers were used.)

L WORDS IN TRAINING SET — I WORD NO

REPLICATIONS OF EACH WORD — j REPLICATION NUMBER

K TEMPLATES TO CREATED — k • TEMPLATE NUMBER
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the signal processing in the recognition
algorithm.

For the four speaker training set, four distinct sets of refer-
erice templates were created. The four sets were the following:

Set 1—4 individual templates per word, corresponding to the
4 speakers in the training set.

Set 2—1 template per word using the algorithm of Fig. 4
with a distance threshold of infinity.

Set 3—1 or 2 templates per word (depending on how many
words clustered in the first groups) based on averaging LPC
coefficients using the algorithm of Fig. 4.

Set 4—1 or 2 templates per word based on averaging
PARCOR coefficients and then transforming back to LPC
coefficients.

For the eight speaker training set, only three distinct sets of
reference templates were created (corresponding to Sets 2—4
above) since it was not feasible to store eight complete sets of
reference templates. In creating reference Sets 3 and 4, a
value for the cluster distance threshold (which determined
which words went into a cluster) was obtained experimentally.

A complete breakdown of the results for each of the above
conditions is given in Table II. Each of the eight test speakers
spoke the entire word vocabulary once using a normal tele-
phone handset. The spoken words were recorded at the re-
ceiver. The transmission system was that of a locally switched
line through a local PBX. A different dialed-up line was used
for each group of five words. Thus, a total of 11 dialed-up
lines were used in testing each speaker. In Table II, the
columns labeled E, C, C(E), T2, and T5 correspond to:

E = number of errors made in one repetition of the 54 word
vocabulary,

C = number of words in which the ratio between the next-
to-minimum distance and the minimum distance fell below a
threshold of 1.10,

C(E) = the number of words in which the condition on C
was met, and for which the chosen word was in error,

T2 = the number of times the correct word was not within
the top two candidates based on the measured distances,

T5 = the number of times the correct word was not within
the top five candidates.
The quantity E is an absolute measure of the accuracy of the
recognition system for each of the different training sets. The
quantities C and C(E) are measures of separation between the
candidates with the lowest and next lowest distances. As seen
in Table II, about half the time that the condition on C was
met (i.e., the first two choices were close in distance) an error
was made in recognition. Thus, by using a threshold on the
distances, a number of errors could be eliminated. At the
same time a category of "no decision" would be the result
a fairly large amount of the time. Finally, the quantities T2
and T5 are the error rates for the top two and five choices
and these reflect the ultimate capabilities of the training and

recognition system, since one would hope that in almost all
cases, the correct word was within the top five choices.

By examining the data of Table II several interesting observa-
tions can be made. For the four speaker training set, the
minimum error rate (11.3 percent) occurred for the training
in which four individual templates were stored for each word.
The error rate for the four template system was 4.8 percent
after two tries, and 1.6 percent after five tries. In addition,
the ambiguity rate (when the C condition was met) was 13.2
percent for this training set.

For the three other sets of training (for the four speaker
case), the results in all the error categories were quite com-
parable, although somewhat larger than for the four-template
method. The differences in scores between single and double
templates were marginal for the £ and T2 categories; however,
the T5 scores for the double template approach with averaged
PARCOR coefficients were about half as large as for the single
template method. When the LPC coefficients were averaged
in the double template method, no significant differences in
scores were obtained for the T5 category.

For the eight speaker training set, a clearer picture emerges
as to the importance of creating multiple templates. As seen
at the bottom of Table II, the scores in every category for
the double template reference were significantly lower than
for the single template reference. This result shows that as
more speakers are added to the training set, the distribution of
LPC parameters tends to have larger and larger variance; as
such any attempt at combining all the reference data into a
single composite template will have great difficulty.

In comparing the recognition scores obtained from the
eight speaker training set to those of the four speaker training
set (using a double template for both cases) it is seen that no
significant differences existed in any of the error categories.

Two key questions arise from an analysis of the results given
in Table II. The first relates to the required number of tem-
plates to adequately characterize a given size population of
speakers. The main point is how to handle speakers who do
not fall into the main clusters which are used to create the
reference templates. Since such speakers are inherently a
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TABLE I
WORDS IN THE VOCABULARY

I. INSERT
2. DELETE
3. REPLACE
4. MOVE
5. READ
6. BINARY
7. SAVE
8. CORE
9. DIRECTIVE

10. LIST
11. LOAD
12. STORE
13. ADD
14. SUBTRACT
IS. ZERO
16. ONE
17. TWO
18. THREE
19. FOUR
20. FIVE
21. SIX
22. SEVEN
23. EIGHT
24. NINE
25. MULTIPLY
26. DIVIDE
27. NUMBER

28. NAME
29. END
30. SCALE
31. CYCLE
32. SKIP
33. JUMP
34. ADDRESS
35. OVERFLOW
36. POINT
37. CONTROL
38. REGISTER
39. WORD
40. EXCHANGE
41. INPUT
42. OUTPUT
43. MAKE
44. INTERSECT
45. COMPARE
46. ACCUMULATE
47. MEMORY
48. BITE
49. QUARTER
50. HALF
51. WHOLE
52. UNITE
53. DECIMAL
54. OCTAL
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TABLE II
OVERALL RECOGNITION RESULTS FOR FouR- AND EIGHT-SPEAKER

TRAINING SETS

TABLE III
TRAINING STATISTICS USING EIGHT-SPEAKER TRAINING SET USING

AVERAGED LPC COEFFICIENTS (SET 3)

large distance from the reference templates, the probability eight) in the first and second clusters, respectively. The rows
of correct identification in a test environment is not generally (at the bottom) labeled Si, S2, and SN indicate the total
high. The second question concerns the correlation between number of times the speaker was included in the first (Si),
the words in which errors were most often made and the second (S 2), or no cluster (SN).
statistics of the clustering in the training set for those words. From Table III it can be seen that for about half the words
The point here is whether or not a high error rate on a word (24 of 54), all eight tokens of a test word wereincluded in
is related to the way in which the training tokens of that word the two reference templates. The statistics for the remaining
clustered together. 30 words show that:

Some partial answers to these questions are provided in the 1) for 12 words, 1 token was not included in either template,
data in Tables III and IV. Table III shows the statistics of the 2) for 6 words, 2 tokens were not included in either template,
clustering for each word in the vocabulary for the eight 3) for 7 words, 3 tokens were not included in either template,
speaker training set using averaged LPC coefficients. For a 4) for 3 words, 4 tokens were not included in either template,
reference speaker, the number I corresponds to inclusion in and
the first (largest) cluster and the number 2 corresponds to 5) f9r 2 words, 6 tokens were not included in either template.
inclusion in the second cluster. The columns labeled Ni and (The two words for which no clustering was possible were
N2 indicate the number of tokens (out of a maximum of "read" and "exchange".) The overall statistics of Table III

Training Set I Training Set 2 Training Speaknr No.

Test Speaker E C do) T2 T5 E C C(E) T2 T5

1 3 6 1 1 0 7 8 3 1 0
2 5 2 0 2 g 5 5 1 1 0
3 6 11 5 2 I 5 9 5 4 1

4 3 5 2 0 0 6 14 5 3 1

5 14 16 8 7 4 6 tO 5 1 0
6 8 9 3 4 2 19 15 8 12 6
7 5 5 4 3 It 4 9 4 1 0
8 3 3 1 2 0 6 5 3 3 1

Totals 49 57 24 21 7 58 75 34 26 9
Per Cent 11.3 13.2 5.6 4.8 1.6 13.4 17.4 7.9 6.0 2.1

Training Set 3 Training Set 4

Test Speaker E C do) T2 T5 E C C(E) T2 T5

1 9 8 4 5 1 6 7 2 3 0
2 8 6 3 1 0 7 8 4 I 0
3 5 6 4 4 p 3 9 3 2 0
4 7 12 4 4 1 9. 10 4 6 0
5 7 10 5 2 0 6 14 4 2 0
6 19 24 11 13 10 20 18 14 13 5
7 3 6 2 1 0 6 8 3 1 0
8 6 5 3 2 0 5 4 2 2 0

Totals 64 77 36 32 12 62 78 36 30
Per Cent 14.8 17.8 9.3 7.4 2.8 14.4 18.1 8.3 6.9 1.2

(a) Results far 4-Speaker Training Set

Training Set 2

Word No, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Ni N2

1 1 2 1 I 1 1 1 6 1

2 2 1 1 1 3 1

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 1

4 1 1 1 1 2 1 5 1

5 2 1 1 1

6 1 2 1 2 1 3 2
7 2 2 1 1 1 1 4 2
8 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 8 0
9, 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1i 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 1

II 1 2 1 1 3 1
12 2 2 1 1 1 I I 1 6 2
13 0 2 1 1 3 1
14 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 8 0
15 1 2 1 1 1 I I 2 6 2
16 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 6 1

17 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 1
18 I 2 1 1 1 1 5 1

19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 1

20 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1

21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 1

23 2 1 1 1 1 4 1

24 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 4 3
25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0
26 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1

27 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 2
28 1 1 1 2 1 2 4 2
29 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 6 1

30 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 2
31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0
32 I 2 1 2 1 1 1 5 2
33 1 1 1 2 1 1 I 6 1

34 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 2 7 1

35 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 8 0
36 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 2
37 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 2
38 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 6 2
39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0
40 2 1 1 1
41 1 2 1 1 1 4 I
42 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 I
43 2 1 1 1 1 4 I
44 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 1
45 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 1

46 2 1 1 1 1 4 1

47 2 1 1 1 I 1 5 1

48 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 2
49 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 2
50 2 1 1 1 1 4 1
51 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 1

52 2 1 1 1 1 4 1

53 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 1

54 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 6 2

Training Set 3

E C C)E) T2 T5

4 4 1 1 0
4 5 2 1 0
6 10 4 2 1

7 11 6 4 1

8 7 4 5 1

15 12 8 8 5

tO 10 7 4 1

9 7 5 4 0
63 66 37 29 9
14.6 15.3 8.6 6.7 2.1

Test Speaker 0 C C(E) T2 T5

1 9 10 5 7 5
2 9 9 4 8 5
3 12 8 5 11 I
4 14 15 II 9 5
5 II 12 7 6 6
6 18 15 13 13 8
7 14 12 9 8 6
8 12 10 8 6 5

Totals 99 91 62 68 48
Per Cent 22.9 21.1 14.4 15.7 11.1

Training Set 4

Test Speaker E C C(E) T2 T5

1 5 7 3 2 2
2 2 7 1 0 0
3 8 10 6 2 1

4 13 14 8 10 3
5 9 7 4 5 1

6 15 Ii 8 10 8
7 12 7 5 8 3
8 5 8 3 2 0

Totals 69 71 38 39 18.
Per Cent 15.9 16.4 8.8 9.0 4.2

(b) Results for 8-Speaker Training Sd

Si 31 24 49 37 48 48 50 13
S2 16 15 1 5 4 2 I 19
SN 7 15 4 12 2 4 3 22
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show that seven of the eight speakers were in reference tem-
plates for 39 or more of the 54 words, and that the eighth
speaker was represented in 32 of the 54 words.

Table IV gives a complete breakdown of the errors from the
eight speaker, double template training set obtained from
averaging LPC coefficients. An X in a column indicates that
an error was made in recognizing the word; a C indicates that,
although no error was made, the ratio of the distances between
the second and first candidates exceeded the threshold of 1.1;
and an XC indicates that an error in recognition was made and
that the ratio of distances exceeded the threshold. The columns
labeled TX, TC, TXC, and T indicate the total number of row
entries with an X, a C, an XC, and the sum total of all entries,
respectively.

The statistics of the word errors (based on the total (T)
column) show that six of the 54 words had four or five total
error or close entries. Of these six words, four of the six
had all eight tokens included in one of the two reference

templates for that word. Only one of the words (exchange)
was among the two words for which no clustering occurred.
Of the eight words with three total error or close entries,
three had all eight tokens included in the reference templates.
Thus, the preliminary indication is that little or no correla-
tion exists between word errors and the number of tokens
which cluster together from a given size training set. However
a somewhat larger training set is required before much confi-
dence can be given to this result. In addition, some of the
alternative ways of pooling the tokens which cluster together,
such as those discussed in Section II, should be investigated
more thoroughly.

IV. DISCUSSION

Although the main purpose of this paper was to propose and
study several alternative methods of creating reference tem-
plates for a speaker independent word recognition system, it
is worthwhile comparing the recognition results obtained
here with those of two other major studies. Gold [11], using
the same word vocabulary, achieved a recognition accuracy
of 86 percent using high quality input speech, and an accuracy
of about 95 percent when using the top two choices. The
system Gold used was a feature measurement scheme which
used a 16-channel spectrum analyzer, a pitch extractor, and
a voicing detector. The decision process was a probabilistic
scoring algorithm based on the presence or absence of key
features within the word. The recognition accuracies reported
here are approximately the same as those given by Gold;
however, here the input speech was severely bandlimited by
the telephone line and therefore the recognition task was
much harder.

The second basis for comparison is the word recognition
system of Levinson, Rosenberg, and Flanagan [33]. In this
work, the vocabulary was 127 isolated words and the recogni-
tion algorithm was similar to the one used here. Although
the system was intended to be used as a speaker dependent
recognition system, results were obtained for speaker indepen-
dent recognition as well. Their input words were also recorded
off a standard telephone line. For their vocabulary, the
median error rate was 11.7 percent for a designated speaker
(speaker dependent mode) and 349 percent for a composite
of four male speakers in which both female and male speakers
were in the test set.5 Using the top five choices, the error
rates were 1.8 percent and 20 percent for the speaker depen-
dent and speaker independent training sets. Since the vocabu-
lanes were different, it is difficult to make exact comparisons
between results; however, the similarities in the analysis and
recognition algorithms suggest that the clustering analysis and
reference template creation is a good way of significantly
reducing the recognition error rate for the speaker independent
mode. Furthermore, it is seen that the speaker independent
error rate for our scheme is not significantly larger than the
speaker dependent error rate for the Levinson et al. recogni-
tion system.

5The speaker independent error rates were considerably higher for
the female speakers than for the male speakers. However, the error
rates for both males and females were higher than those reported herein.

TABLE IV
TESTING STATISTICS USING EIGHT-SPEAKER TRAINING SET WITH

AVERAGED LPC COEFFICIENTS (SET 3)

Word No.

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Test Speaker No.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 TX TC TXC T
C I 1

X X XC 2 1 3
XC X 1 1 2

X 1 1

C X 1 1 2
C XC X I 1 1 3

C X XC 1 1 1 3
0
0

C I I
C 1 I

C 1 1

XC 1 1

0
0

X 1 1
XC XC 2 2

X 1 1
XC X 1 1 2

X X X X XC 4 1 5
0

C C X C 1 3 4
X I

XC X 1 1 2

C X C 1 2 3
C XC 1 1 2

C C XC 2 1 3
X 1

C XC X C 1 2 1 4
X C 1 1 2

C 1 1
XC X X 2 1 3

0
C X X 2 1 3

C 1 I
0

XC XC 2 2
C XC XC C C 3 2 5

X XC 1 1 2
X 1 1

C 1 1

XC 1 1
C 1 1

0
XC X X 2 1 3X X X 3 3

X X XC XC 2 2 4X X XC X X 4 1 5

C C C 3 3

0
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Aside from the possibility of combining the reference tokens
within a cluster in a more optimal manner, there is one other
obvious way of lowering the error rate without much addi-
tional computational effort. This is to make use of the VUS
contour of the utterance to eliminate from consideration
those words which cannot possibly be candidates. For exam-
ple, a word with a clear fricative beginning would eliminate 33
words from consideration, thereby reducing significantly the
amount of computation involved in the distance algorithm,
as well as reducing the possibility of incorrect identifications.
If too much reliance is placed on the VUS contour, then
serious mistakes can occur causing recognition errors. More
work needs to be done in this area to explore these possibilities.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we have given some possibilities for combining
a set of reference words from several different speakers into a
set of templates which characterize the properties of the word.
Many issues are involved in the choice of an algorithm to
determine which words cluster together, and how to effec-
tively combine these words into a single composite template
and we have provided some ideas on how to handle these
problems. Using four and eight speaker training sets we
showed that the creation of multiple templates can and
does offer advantages over a single template when there are
a sufficient number of references to be combined. Recogni-
tion accuracies of about 85 percent were obtained for speaker
independent recognition of a 54 word vocabulary with eight
speakers. The correct word was in the top five choices about
98 percent of the time.
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